CAMPAIGN: @the heart – stories of vision
CREATED BY: The Chicago Consortium
FORMAT:
11 X 3:00-5:00 content profiles
20 X :45 social media promotional excerpts
CONCEPT: Ten engaging profiles of Subway franchise owners from
around the world, and one heartwarming story of Subway founder
Fred Deluca.
DETAILS:
Subway will reveal who is @the heart of its international organization by telling
stories of ten of the franchise owners who followed their dreams, and pursued
their entrepreneurial passions, and opened a Subway restaurant. The first story
will illuminate the wonderful story of Fred Deluca, and his decision to start the
restaurant chain in 1965 at the age of 17. Franchise owner profiles would show
the familes, the entrepreneurial spirit, and their personal missions to #livefresh
lives.
CASTING:
The Chicago Consortium will conduct a worldwide search for Subway franchise
owners that best represent the spirit and heart of Fred Deluca. The individuals
profiled in the @the heart series will also practice what they preach by
maintaining great health through eating right and exercise.
INTERNATIONAL:
The international search for ten great stories will underscore the reach of the
Subway story, and the incredible growth that the restaurant chain has enjoyed.
A local camera crew from each international city will join the projectʼs executive
producer to insure that the quality and tone of the content remains consistent.
CREATIVE DIRECTION:
The long format pieces of content (3:00 – 5:00) will be inspirational in tone, and
showcase the courage and perseverance of the franchise owners. In addition to
highlighting these individuals personal story, the pieces will inspire others to
open their own Subway restaurant. The look will be both dramatic and
professional with b-roll footage capturing the restaurantʼs beautiful surroundings
and nearby historical landmarks.
PROMOTIONAL CONTENT:
The short form pieces of content (:30-:60) will be edited in a way to help
promote the series, these shorter clips will have a distribution method largely in
social media, and drive online traffic to the @the heart sponsored micro-site.
CONTENT STRATEGY:
A strong social media strategy will support the campaign, and enlighten the
world to the empowering narrative built into the content. Short form content will
also be strategically placed in digital media buy (outside of traditional social
media channels) to insure that that the largest demographic is being reached.

